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President's Message
As I sit down to write this column, it has just
dawned on me that today, July 20, 1993, is a milestone of sorts. In exactly three years, many of us will
gather together to watch the Opening Ceremonies of
the Games of the XXVIth Olympiad from Atlanta.
Some will be there in spirit, as they watch the proceedings on television. Others will attend the Games,
experiencing the sights, sounds, and excitement.
I would be kidding myself if I didn't admit that
the cost of attending the Centennial Olympic Games
will be prohibitive for many. Hotel rooms will be at
a premium, food costs will be exorbitant, and event
tickets will certainly put a dent in your credit card.
But believe it or not, there is a way to share in the
excitement, even if from the comfort of your home —
participate in Olymphilex '96 by entering a sports or
Olympic philatelic exhibit.
The price? Virtually free! There will be no frame
fee. Your only cost will be postage and insurance for
mailing your exhibit to Atlanta. Return postage and
insurance are the responsibility of the exhibition
organizers.
Don't delay, though. If you have an exhibit that
you haven't touched in a while, pull it out, dust it off,
and get it on the exhibition circuit. And for the rest of
us, the time is now to begin assembling an exhibit
from your collection. In order to qualify for the
Promotion Class at Olymphilex, you'll need a national
level silver — a vermeil if you want to enter it in the
FIP Class.
The task may seem daunting, but think of the
reward. You will have actively participated in the
100th Anniversary of the Modern Olympic Games!
In a recent meeting of the board of directors of
SPI, the subject of where to hold our next (1994) SPI
Convention was discussed. Originally, another visit to
BALPEX in Maryland seemed likely. Their committee, however, regretted that they could not invite us
until 1995.
An alternative that we are now investigating is for
a 1994 convention at a west coast show. I expect a
decision on this very soon, and certainly in plenty of
time for those in the area to make plans to attend.
As usual, we will reserve a certain number of
frames for sports and Olympic exhibits, so this will
also be an excellent opportunity to qualify your exhibit
for Olymphilex '96!
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by Mark Maestrone

A big thank you goes to Mel Goldberg of Subway
Stamps in New York. Mel has donated 5,000 glassine
envelopes to the OLYMPHILEX '96 Youth Stamp
Program. Program coordinator Trudy Innes plans to
have a rubber stamp made to imprint each glassine
with the words "Courtesy of OLYMPHILEX '96."
I would like to think that this is a very worthwhile
project, especially as it will help introduce youth to
sport and Olympic philately. So when you, the membership of SPI, have a moment, please dig through
your boxes of duplicate Olympic and sport material
and send them on to Trudy (see box at bottom).
This issue of JSP has quite a variety of short
articles on various topics. Dorothy Weihrauch, one of
our regular columnists, tackles her favorite sport —
tennis — in a trio of pieces. Dorothy explains the
development of the now-ubiquitous tennis shoe, as
seen through U.S. advertising postal cards and envelopes. Also examined is the little-known tennis competition at the 1968 Mexico City Olympic Games. And
for those of you who did not have your TV sets tuned
to the Wimbledon Gentlemen's Singles Finals on July
4th, Dorothy provides a review.
From Peter Street, we have another in his series
of articles on Cricket and Philately. And with the XV
Commonwealth Games just around the corner in 1994,
we have a brief overview of the festivities by yours
truly. So until next time, happy reading, and see you
in November!

OLYMPHILEX Youth
Stamp Program
Olympic and sports stamps are needed for
packets to be given to youth visitors at
OLYMPHILEX '96. Please send your stamp
donations (preferably used and washed) to
Mrs. Trudy Innes, 14738 Darbydale Blvd.,
Woodbridge, VA 22193, U.S.A.
Recent Donors
Subway Stamp Shop
Paul Tissington
Dorothy Weihrauch
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Figure 1. Sage & Co. were one of the first manufacturers of tennis shoes in the U . S .

Figure 2. T h e Wellman Oshorne Coompany Lynn, MA

were also early manufacturers of sport shoes.

Tennis Shoes of the Game's Early Days
by Dorothy Weihrauch
ennis was invented in 1873 by an Englishman, Major
Walter Wingfield, who livened up a house party weekend when he introduced the game. It was brought to the
U.S. the following year, courtesy of a socially prominent
Long Island lady, Mary Ewing Outerbridge. While vacationing in Bermuda she had seen the game played by British
Army officers, who had been Major Wingfield's guests.
The first courts were marked out on the lawns of
wealthy upper class residences. Although tennis was surely
a less athletic sport back then, it must not have been long
before serious players realized they needed special shoes to
keep from slipping while moving quickly on a grass surface. So, special tennis shoes were developed, the forerunners of today's high-tech athletic shoes.
New England had long been the center of the U.S. shoe
industry. The northeastern U.S., and especially at Ivy
League colleges, was where tennis was most popular.
During the earliest period (pre-1900) the travelling salesmen of at least three New England shoe manufacturers
promoted special shoes for tennis. Sage & Co. of Boston
(Figure 1), Wellman Osborne of Lynn, MA (Figure 2) and
H.T. Marshall of Brockton, MA (Figure 3) illustrated their

T

tennis products on announcements of their salesmen's
upcoming visits. The most popular design seems to have
used something similar to cleats on the shoe soles, designed
to grip the lawn, thereby offering a more secure footing
(Figure 4).
Two other manufacturers were operating by 1910: the
Converse Rubber Shoe Co. of Maiden, MA (Figure 5) and
the Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Co. of Boston (Figure 6).
This was the peak period of popularity for printed advertisements on business envelopes, and both companies described
or illustrated their products on the reverse of their envelopes.
With one exception, all of the covers illustrated here
are printed on postal stationery. In contrast with Europe,
where printed-to-private-order advertisements frequently appeared on postal stationery, this practice is so rare as to be
almost non-existent in the U.S. Here, the practice was for
business firms to buy postal cards or stamped envelopes in
quantity from the post office and have their corner cards
and business advertisements printed on them by private
printers. Many European collectors, and even some European judges, fail to appreciate this distinction which precludes the use of U.S. advertising covers printed on postal
stationery in topical/thematic exhibits.
•
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Figure 3. The Brockton, MA company of H.T. Marshall
announced its salesmen's visit with this advertising card
illustrating their "fine boots and shoes."
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Figure 4. Early tennis shoes incorporated a cleat-like
sole to allow a better grip on the slick grass surfaces of
lawn tennis courts.
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Tennis At The 1968 Mexico City Olympic Games
by Dorothy Weihrauch
ennis reappeared as a demonstration sport at the 1968 Mexico City Olympic Games after an
absence of 44 years. A dispute over
the conditions of its participation in
the Games began after the 1924
Paris Olympics and little progress
toward resolving it was made during
the intervening years. Both the International Olympic Committee and the
International Lawn Tennis Federation, the two parties to the dispute,
had a number of strong-minded members unwilling to compromise. After
this one-time reappearance of tennis in
1968, the two groups argued throughout the 1970s about the conditions
under which tennis could once again
attain Olympic medal status.
There was very little philatelic
material to celebrate the participation
of tennis at the 1968 Olympics. Figure
1 illustrates the only tennis stamp
issued for these Games, Laos #179 in
the Scott catalog. The host country
used a machine cancel in Mexico City
which saluted both of the demonstrations sports for these Games: tennis
and several versions of an old Basque
game called fronton, pelota or jai alai
(Figure 2).
A total of 46 tennis players from
15 countries took part in the 1968
Olympic Games. There were two
tennis competitions, one held in Guadalajara from October 14-20, the other
at Mexico City from October 24-26.
In Mexico City the tennis courts of

T

Figure 1. The only tennis stamp
issued for the '68 Olympic Games.
4
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players for seven years and was a
power on the Spanish Davis Cup
team from 1958-73. NETPRO has
included him as one of its 49 "Tennis Legends" in its tennis sports
cards set.
Manual Orantes, whom Santana
Figure 2. The demonstration sports of
defeated in the Guadalajara singles
tennis and jai-alai were portrayed on this
final, had not yet reached the peak
machine cancel for the 1968 Olympic
of his career. He was ranked among
Games in Mexico.
the world's top ten players from
1972-77, although he never won a
Grand Slam title. Rafael Osuna won
the Chapultepec Sports Center were
the men's singles final at Mexico City
used while in Guadalajara, it was the
and (with partner Vicente Zarazua) the
courts of the Guadalajara Country
Club, the Atlas Sports Club and the
doubles competition in both cities. He
Guadalajara Sports Club. Some playhad gained the U.S. Nationals singles
ers competed both in Mexico City and
title in 1963 and for nearly a decade
in Guadalajara, others took part only
was the top player on the Mexican
at one location or the other. The full
Davis Cup team. Nicola Pietrangeli,
range of tennis events was played who lost in the singles quarterfinals at
men's and women's singles, men's
Mexico City to Orantes, had twice
and women's doubles, and mixed
won the French national singles title
doubles. The official report of the
(in 1959 and 1960) and was a Davis
1968 Games lists the details of the
Cup star for Italy. But he was perhaps
competitions in both cities. But Erich
past his best playing years in 1968.
Kamper's Encyclopedia of the
German women captured both the
Olympic Games lists only the Guasingles and doubles medals at Guadadalajara results, making it appear that
lajara; Helga Niessen Masthoff won
the tennis events in Mexico City did
the singles and then partnered with
not have official sanction.
Eda Buding to take the title. A mixed
doubles team from the U.S., Julie
Several of the big names among
Heldman and Herb Fitzgibbon, were
men players of the era competed in
the victors in Guadalajara. And, surthe 1968 Games, among them Manual
prisingly, a USSR team, Vladimir
Santana and Manuel Orantes of Spain,
Korotkov and Zinaida Yansone, were
Rafael Osuna of Mexico and Nicola
the mixed doubles winners in Mexico
Pietrangeli of Italy. However, 1968
City.
was a pivotal year for tennis, for it
was the first year that professional
When tennis next appeared in the
players were permitted to compete
Olympics in 1984, again as a demonalongside amateurs in the Grand Slam
stration sport, one of the compromises
tournaments. Since only those who
which made it possible was on the
remained officially amateurs could
question of professional status. In
play in the Olympics, the world's
1984, professionals younger than age
best, who were already professionals
21 were permitted to compete. By the
or who turned professional in 1968,
1988 Games in Seoul, tennis was once
(e.g. Rod Laver, Ken Rosewall, as
again a medal sport, and there were
well as women such as Margaret
no restrictions on the inclusion of
Court and Billie Jean King) did not
professional players. Thus, the 1968
appear in Mexico.
Games were a watershed of sorts for
tennis, since they represent the last
Manual Santana, who won the
time Olympic tennis matches were to
men's singles competition at Guadalabe played entirely by amateurs.
•
jara, held five Grand Slam titles,
including the 1965 U.S. National and
1966 Wimbledon singles titles. He
ranked among the world's top ten
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1993 Wimbledon Gentlemen's Singles
Championship
by Dorothy Weihrauch
mericans who love the sport of
tennis can count each year on
devoting at least part of their Fourth
of July weekend to watching television
coverage of Wimbledon matches. 1993
provided a special treat in that the
men's singles title match was played
on our American Independence Day
and the contest was between two
Americans. Pete Sampras, ranked
number one in the world on the Association of Tennis Professionals'
computer, took on number two ranked
Jim Courier in a match which lasted
just under three hours.
Sampras, a serve and volley
player in the tradition of John McEnroe (but without the explosive personality), is 21 years old. His serve is
considered to be his major weapon.
He won his only Grand Slam tournament, the 1990 U.S. Open, at age 19
— the youngest player to win the
event. He has been unsuccessful in his
other Grand Slam tournament attempts. His best result to date was

A

reaching the final in last year's U.S.
Open, where he was defeated by
Stefan Edberg. His lack of success in
Grand Slam events caused many to
question the validity of his number
one ranking. Also, in contrast with
Courier, his fitness for long and difficult matches has been challenged in
the past and there has been some hint
that he loses heart — and the match —
when the score turns against him. He
has been injury-prone for several
years and, in fact, came into the
Wimbledon quarter finals nursing a
strained shoulder. Finally, while in
theory his style of play is ideally
suited to grass courts, he had never
won a grass court tournament.
Courier, age 22, is known for his
strenuous exercise and practice schedule and is considered, along with Ivan
Lendl, the fittest player on the men's
tour. He is a baseline player with a
two-handed backhand which resembles
a baseball hitter's swing. Indeed,
Courier contemplated a career in
baseball before deciding to concentrate
on tennis and believes he would have

been successful in the other sport as
well. Courier had already won four
Grand Slam titles (both the Australian
and the French titles twice) and reached the finals of Grand Slam events on
three other occasions. His favorite
playing surface is a hard court. Normally, he might have been considered
to be at something of a disadvantage
against Sampras on grass. But in 1993
the two weeks of Wimbledon tennis
were marked by no rain for the first
time in many years, so that the grass
courts were very hard, and played
similar to cement courts.
Sampras and Courier knew each
other well as junior players and have
competed against each other often. On
the pro circuit Sampras holds the edge
with a 7-2 record against Courier, and
has won each of the three times they
met in finals. Yet, Sampras fans
wondered if he could successfully
handle the pressure of a Wimbledon
final and hoped that the disastrous
collapse of Jana Novotna in her lady's
final match against Steffi Graf on July
3 would not be repeated in the gentle-

AT THE ALL ENGLAND CLUB

WIMBLEDON

8.W.19

STEFAN EDBERG takes his second
WIMBLEDON championship in three
years by beating BORIS BECKER
6-2, 6-2, 3-6, 3-6, 6-4.
Stefan Edberg

{ . I K . MLM«T0M ire.
45 LAKENHEATH.
LONDON NU 4M-

Figure 1. 1990 was the last year where a cancel was used that publicized the Wimbledon Tennis Championships. Since that time, the cancels used during Wimbledon have only noted the Lawn Tennis Museum.
Journal of Sports Philately
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men's championship.
The first two sets of the SamprasCourier match were incredibly close.
There were no breaks of serve in
either set. Both were decided by tie
breakers, both of which Sampras won,
7-3 and 8-6. In the second set tie
breaker Courier had his chance. With
a 6-5 lead, he could have won that
set, but he failed to seize the opportunity. In the third set, that which
Sampras fans feared began to happen.
He gave some indications of loss of
concentration, of leg weariness, of
being one step slower that before. The
hang-dog expression, for which the
media has repeatedly chastised him,
appeared again. Courier broke his
serve twice and Sampras lost the third
set 3-6. Courier could now take heart.
He hoped to win the fourth set, and
then prolong the match into a fifth, in
which he could expect his superior
conditioning to bring him victory. But

it was not to be. Sampras seemed to
gather himself together in the fourth
set and broke Courier's serve at 4-2.
He was then content to serve out the
set and match. The final score was
7-6 (7-3), 7-6 (8-6), 3-6, 6-3.
Sampras served 22 aces in the
championship match and 108 during
the whole tournament. His first serves
are regularly clocked in the 120 mph
range. And his second serve has now
become a weapon too, often reaching
95 mph. His performance at Wimbledon, the most prestigious of the Grand
Slam tournaments, should silence the
doubters and confirm his right to his
number one ranking. The match also
verified Courier's credentials as the
closely following #2, and evidenced
the undisputed return of American
men players to the top rungs of the
tennis computer ladder.
Since 1991, Royal Mail has allowed a private concern, Post Office

Counters, Ltd., to operate the post
office at Wimbledon during the competition. A round handstamp in blue is
applied to mail posted at their facility
The cancel is too faint to reproduce
here, but it reads POSTAL COUNTERS LTD. at top and WIMBLEDON
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS at bottom. A moveable date is in the center
of the cancel. All mail is then placed
into the general Royal Mail mailstream, where it receives a standard
machine cancel. It appears that the
Post Office Counters handstamp is
little more than a souvenir cachet.
True Royal Mail cancels have been
available at the Lawn Tennis Museum
at Wimbledon. However, 1990 was
the last year in which the cancel also
advertised the Wimbledon Championships (Figure 1). Further information
on Post Office Counters is most welcome.
•
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Figure 1. The Scott Stamp and Coin Co. was not the only U.S. philatelic dealer approached by Greek vendors to purchase the 1896 Olympic stamps. The postal card,
above, is an example of a similar request, franked with a 5 lepta Olympic stamp
and postmarked from Athens, March 13, 1897 (Greek calendar). Figure 2 reproduces the reverse of the card with its message to U.S. dealer F. Cormack.

Blame It — On The Greeks!
[The following article first appeared in the Janu- stamps — and quite often only a stamp or two
ary 30, 1967 issue of Linn's Weekly Stamp News. from a set — thereby lessening the number thereCopyright Linn's Stamp News, Sidney, Ohio. of available to general collectors.
Reprinted with permission.]
Of course, in recent years far too many countries have taken advantage of collectors throughout
by W.R. Liberman
the world (but primarily those of the United
States) and have printed issues of stamps far in
Every serious philatelist is painfully aware of excess of even abnormal postal requirements —
the difficulties encountered in building a complete doing so crassly for revenue, and mulcting colleccollection of postage stamps of any one country. tors.
In the past, small issues were the rule since the
With so many short sets, blocked issues,
legitimate needs for postage stamps were at a abnormally high values, and such, the costs insmall level. Now, however, with an ever-increas- volved have risen to such dizzy heights as to
ing number of collectors involved in the hobby, discourage many serious collectors and to cause
it is small wonder that the cost in time, effort and an abandonment of the hobby.
money in completing collections has become
Topicalists entered the field because in too
enormous.
many instances complete collections were beyond
Then, when to these ordinary difficulties there the means of the individual.
is added the problem created by the entry into the
As a result, people "settled" for collections
hobby of topicalists, the situation becomes almost based on a single theme, i.e., sports, Boy Scouts,
hopeless.
religion, ships, animals, zeppelins, famous artists
Topicalists withdraw only certain sets of
and painting, color, and the like — name it, and
Journal of Sports Philately
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you have a topic for stamp collecting!
The question often asked is: "How did this
all come about"? The answer, as it is to so many
questions these days, is simply to blame it on the
Greeks. This writer fears that it is so, and will
herein attempt to justify his conclusion.
Greece, since its emergence as a nation, has
always been poor. Its natural resources are few.
The country has been a battleground for contending factions since time immemorial.
However, the pride of its people in its heritage cannot but be envied since it is fully justified
by the many contributions to our present civilization.
Thus, when in the fading years of the 19th
century, a Frenchman of vision sought to foster
international amity by reviving the ancient glories
of the games held every four years at Olympia —
recalling the truce enforced between warring
factions during the course of the games — the
project was taken up with great eagerness by
many nations.
With little money available to the government
of Greece to sponsor the revival, other means
were sought to acquire the funds needed to provide necessary facilities to the contestants and
visitors.
It was decided, as one of the means, to issue
a series of postage stamps depicting artifacts,
scenes and individuals related to the ancient
games.
This would not only stimulate interest in
attendance at the games (was this the start of all
tourism?) but would also raise revenue to be
used, at least in part, to support their revival.
It was proposed to issue a set of twelve
stamps, of various denominations, depicting
Olympian wrestlers, a reproduction of Myron's
discus thrower, the oil-containing vase awarded to
victorious contestants, and a chariot race in full
course.
Also to be shown were the stadium in Athens
at which the revival was to held, the Hermes of
Praxiteles, the Nike by Paeonious, and a frontal
view of the entrance to the Akropolis. The stamps
are really lovely; the colors soft, and the execution effective.
A number of Greek stamp dealers, possibly at
the behest of the Greek government, sought to
engender interest abroad in the purchase of these
8
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stamps, and thus we come down to the story
behind this article.
There have been blunders of varying magnitude in every field of human endeavor. These
have been caused by errors of act, by ignorance,
by sheer mischance or by brute stupidity.
To those individuals who have come to know
the uncertainties of like and the vagaries of
chance, the reaction to blunders is: "There but
for the grace of God, go I . "
The reaction is — and should properly be —
less charitable when professionals are involved.
Scott Stamp and Coin Co., Ltd., in 1895, was
the predecessor entity of the company which now
publishes the Scott Catalogue. It was then probably the largest stamp dealer in the country, and
obviously the dealer through which to attempt to
sell the Olympic set in the United States of America.
On August 4, 1895, a Greek philatelist, one
D.M. Sakkorrophos, either on his own or at the
behest of the Greek government, addressed a
letter the Scott Stamp & Coin Co., Ltd., describing the proposed issue and asking whether or not
Scott would care to purchase any.
The reaction of the Scott organization was
contained in a letter dated August 20, 1895 reading in part as follows:
"...this set of stamps to commemorate the Olympic Games is too ridiculous even to talk about ...
Governments of good repute should be ashamed
to lend their names to issues of this type..."
Mr. Sakkorrophos persisted in his efforts to
convince the Scott people that the planned issue
was justified, even if part of the revenue was to
be used for the games. Mr. Sakkorrophos was
quite brave in this second attempt, for in the first
letter of refusal, Scott had stated:
"...it is most likely that European and American
collectors will absolutely refuse to buy these
stamps at any price..."
The second letter from Scott, dated October
7, 1895, was even more blunt in its refusal to
consider the Olympic issue, stating:
"...we can only adhere to our original position,
that the issue of these stamps is absolutely unnecessary and entirely without justification."
The originals of these letters from Scott came
to light recently as a result of efforts by members
of the stamp society of Piraeus, in Greece. ReJournal of Sports Philately

productions were presented in that progressive
society's publication and the writer has been
furnished with photo copies.
Here, therf, we find a professional stamp
dealing organization which derided and rejected
the issue of stamps which revolutionized the hobby, being the very genesis of all topical stamp
collecting!
Not only was Greece the first stamp-issuing
country to provide a set of stamps relating to a
single theme, but also it was the first country to
issue sport stamps (and relating to the Olympic
Games, at that).
Again, it was the first country to issue stamps
showing classical architecture, ancient artifacts,
animals, sculpture and mythological elements.
The snowball has gained such momentum that
practically every country in the world and many
areas, localities and individuals not to be so
dignified, issued stamps to commemorate the
Olympic Games held in Tokyo, Japan in 1966.
[Editors Note: The Tokyo Olympic Games were
actually held in 1964.]
And they did this whether or not such countries, areas, localities or individuals were represented by contestants at Tokyo!
Topical collecting is now perhaps the biggest
thing in philately and the birth and growth thereof
were — so to speak — "muffed" by the Scott
people back in 1895.
That one side effect, that is, the removing
from country-collecting philatelists of topicals,
has made it much more difficult and expensive to
complete a country collection is to be regretted.
On the other hand, it has increased interest in
the hobby and has permitted more and more
individuals to become involved.
Greece, then, if it must bear the blame for
making completeness in country collecting more
difficult, should at the same time be recognized
as the country directly responsible for all topical
collecting.
With the blame, therefore, Greece should be
accorded the praise due it. The first of the Greek
Olympic issues is and has long been the most
cherished possession of all topicalists.
We leave to the individual reader the answer
to the question, "Was Greece wrong in issuing
the Olympic issue"?
We are confident of the answer.
•
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Figure 2. The reverse of the card in Figure 1
bears a message offering "a great number of
Olympic Games stamps" for sale. A notation
in red ink at the top left corner records the
date that Mr. Cormack answered the Greek
dealer — May 4, 1897. Did he take advantage
of the offer to purchase these now-classic
Greek commemoratives?
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Cricket and Philately

The Fifth Cricket World Cup
[This is the fifth in a series of articles
on Cricket and Philately authored by
Mr. Street for JSP.]
by Peter N. Street
n February 1992, teams from the
major cricketing countries met in
Australia and New Zealand for the
fifth Cricket World Cup competition.
This contest introduced a number
of new features and innovations. Not
only were there new hosts and a new
sponsor but the format was changed.
White balls and black sight screens
were used during the matches and the
players wore colored clothing. Lastly,
and perhaps most significantly, a team
from South Africa participated for the
first time.

I

The Hosts
The Cricket World Cup, a limited-overs competition between the
major cricketing powers, was initiated
in 1975. The first three Cups (1975,
1979 and 1983) were staged in England and the fourth (1987) jointly by
India and Pakistan. The new hosts
were Australia and New Zealand with
matches played in both countries. The
final took place at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground in Australia.

The Sponsor
The first four competitions were
sponsored by insurance companies.
Prudential for the first three and
Reliance for the fourth.
The new sponsor was the tobacco
company Benson and Hedges (Australia), which produced the rather
ungainly title for the complete competition of "The Benson and Hedges
World Cup 1992." Although Benson
and Hedges' English affiliate sponsors
one of the limited-overs competitions
in English County Cricket and Benson
and Hedges (Australia) sponsors a
similar competition in Australia, this
was the first time the Australian
10
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Group had sponsored the Cricket
World Cup. The company put up
A$250,000 in prize money and provided financial guarantees and expenses for the entire competition.

The Participants
In the first Cricket World Cup
(1975), the six major cricketing powers (England, Australia, West Indies,
India, Pakistan and New Zealand)
were augmented by Sri Lanka and
East Africa. These two teams were
included as they were finalists in the
ICC (International Cricket Council)
Trophy, a competition for non-Test
playing countries. At the 1979 World
Cup, the same teams played. The
exception was the team from Canada,
a co-winner of the ICC Trophy, which
replaced East Africa. Sri Lanka was
granted Test Status in 1982. Thus, in
1983 one additional team was neededZimbabwe, the ICC Trophy winner.
The 1987 ICC Trophy winner
was again Zimbabwe, so there were
no changes in that year's teams.
Initially the 1992 Cricket World
Cup included these same eight teams.
However, in July 1991, South Africa
was returned to full membership in
the ICC and was therefore allowed to
enter the 1992 contest.
The reason for South Africa's
original exclusion goes back some
twenty two years to what is generally
called the "D'Oliveira Affair."

Basil D'Oliveira (Figure 1), a
Cape Colored cricketer, had shown
exceptional promise. Due to South
Africa's racial policies he was not
eligible for Currie Cup Teams (South
Africa's principal domestic competition) nor could he represent his country internationally.
He was brought to England in
1960 to play Lancashire League cricket and in 1964 he joined the English
County Cricket Club, Worcestershire.
Within a few years he became an
accomplished all-round cricketer,
superior batsman, steady medium pace
swing bowler and brilliant slip fielder.
In due course he became qualified to
play for the English national team.
In 1968, he was selected to play
for England in their 1968-1969 tour of
South Africa. The South African
Government indicated that the inclusion of D'Oliveira in the touring party
was unacceptable. England cancelled
the tour. Subsequently South Africa
was isolated from international sport.
The moderation of South Africa's
racial policies in the early 1990s
resulted in the dropping of the ban,
the return of South Africa to international competition and an invitation to
participate in the 1992 Cricket World
Cup.

Colored Clothing
The introduction of colored clothing, derisively dubbed "pyjamas" by
the critics, was another innovation of
the 1992 competition. The team
colors were:
Color

Team

Figure 1. Basil D'Oliveira, a native
South African, played for England
during South Africa's sporting isolation.

Australia
England
India
New Zealand
Pakistan
South Africa
Sri LankaWest Indies
Zimbabwe

Yellow
Pale Blue
Dark Blue
Grey
Pale Green
Dark Green
Blue
Maroon
Red
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Figure 2. This Australia Post envelope's cachet depicts a player from each World Cup team dressed in the colors
of his nation and holding its flag. The cancel appears to be machine-applied (see Figure 3).

To the purist who expects a cricketer to wear "white" with a cap or
sweater stripe as the only glimpse of
color, this innovation must have appeared sacrilegious.
Furthermore, team names appeared on the front of each player's jersey; their names were printed on the
back. To anyone who has ever attended a cricket match and been unable to identify the players (with the
exception of the bowlers and batsman
indicated on the scoreboard), this
would be a welcome addition. To my
knowledge cricket is the only major
team sport where not even a uniform
number is used to identify the player.
Figure 2 shows a special envelope
produced by Australia Post for the
World Cup final. The cachet shows
the various team captains in their
colored uniforms holding their nation's flag. As South Africa's inclusion was so late, they are not featured. There was another special
envelope (Figure 3) with the same
commemorative postmark. The cachet
shows the emblems of the nine competing countries including, of course,
South Africa.

Journal of Sports Philately

The Format
Previous Cricket World Cup
competitions had featured eight teams
divided into two groups of four. First
round play was only between teams of
the same group.
The top two teams in each group
played in the semi-finals. The winners
advanced to the finals.
In the 1992 Cricket Cup each of
the nine teams played all the others
making a total of eight matches for
each squad—a grand total of thirtysix matches.
There were twenty one games
played in Australia at nine different
grounds. Fifteen matches at nine
different sites were played in New
Zealand.
Many of these sites were "upcountry" enabling a great many people to see at least one game.
In addition, eight of the Australia
games were day/night affairs with the
games starting in the daylight hours
and finishing under floodlights.
For the Qualifying round the
points system (two points for a win

and one for no contest) produced the
results shown in Table 1.
Only the four top teams entered
the semi-finals. Interestingly enough
none of the previous winners (the
West Indies, India and Australia)
reached this round. It was something
of a surprise. The reigning-champion
Australians were, after all, one of the
home teams, and therefore were expected to do well.

The Semi-Finals
and Final
The first semi-final between New
Zealand and Pakistan was played at
Aukland on March 21, 1992.
New Zealand batted first and
made 262 runs in their fifty overs.
Martin Crowe (Figure 4), the
New Zealand captain, was voted
World Cup "Champion Player."
Prior to the match, he made a spirited
91 runs in 83 balls and was the top
scorer for his team.
Pakistan replied with 264 for 6
wickets in 49 overs and thus won by
4 wickets.
September/October 1993
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Table 1
L992 Cricket World C u p - Qualifying Rou nd Results
Team

Played

Won

Lost

No Result

Points

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

7
5
5
4
4
4
2
2
1

1
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
7

0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

14
11
10
9
8
8
5
5
5

New Zealand
England
South Africa
Pakistan
Australia
West Indies
India
Sri Lanka
Zimbabwe

The second semi-final between
England and South Africa was a day/
night match played at Sydney, Australia on March 22, 1992.
The match was unfortunately ruined by the weather. Initially the start
was delayed by rain and each side was
reduced to 45 overs.
England was put in first by South
Africa and made 245 runs for 6 wickets in their innings.
Rain interrupted the South African
innings. They could only muster 232
runs by the close of play and hence

England was the winner by 19 runs.
For a third time, England advanced to
a Cricket World Cup final.
The final, also a day/night match,
was played at Melbourne, Australia
on March 25.
Pakistan batted first and proceeded so slowly that at the half way point
(25 overs) they were only 70 runs for
2 wickets. However captain Imran
Kahn (Figure 4) and the other middle
order batsman were able to dramatically increase the run rate so that they
were able to score 249 runs for 6

wickets for their fifty overs.
England was at 92 runs for 4
wickets at the half-way point in their
response. However, Pakistan's fast
bowlers gradually got the upper hand
and England was only able to score
227 runs before their last man was out
in the last over. Pakistan had thus
won its first final. England, who had
been favored to win the cup midway
through the competition and the only
side to have reached the semi-finals in
all five World Cups, had lost all three
of their finals.

FINAL
MELBOURNE CRICKET
GROUND

0l£*(o^

•?5Mar^
•East Melbourne Vic 3002-

PAKISTAN 6/249
def.
25 MARCH - MELBOURNE

ENGLAND 10/227

Figure 3. The cancel depicted in Figure 2 was applied by hand on this cover for the Cricket World Cup final.
A green handstamp at bottom notes Pakistan's defeat of England.
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Figure 4. Martin Crowe (left), captain of the
New Zealand team. Captain Imran Kahn of the
Pakistan team (right).

Pakistan was the only country to
issue stamps connected with the World
Cup—somewhat naturally, perhaps, as
they were the winners.
The 2 rupee issue shows Imran
Kahn appealing for a wicket. The 5
rupee consists of the flags of the participating nations with the crescent and
star of the Pakistan flag depicted
separately. A white cricket ball, similar to one used in the competition, is

portrayed on the 7 rupee
stamp. Also included in
the design is a map of the
Indian sub-continent superimposed on one half of the
ball.
Figure 5 shows the three
stamps on cover. The postmark reproduces the symbol of the World Cup (a
globe with a ball circling
at the equator).
The cachet portrays the
crystal trophy presented by
the sponsor.

Retrospective
Apart from all the innovations
that were introduced there were a
number of interesting sidelights to this
competition.
Zimbabwe, whose team was
granted full Test Status in July 1992,
won only their second match in World

Cup competition by beating England,
one of the eventual finalists.
South Africa, in addition to being
in the Cup for the first time, had
never officially faced the West Indies,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka in international competition. They were undoubtedly the surprise of the competition.
An additional point of interest was
that South Africa's captain, Kepler
Wessels, had played in previous
World Cups for Australia.
He was born in South Africa but
subsequently moved to Australia
where he played in twenty four Test
matches. He was also a member of
their 1983 Cricket World Cup team.
He returned to South Africa in 1987
to lead South Africa in the Cup series.
Lastly, it was announced in February 1993 that the 1995-1996 World
Cup would be held in Pakistan, India
and Sri Lanka. It was also decided to
have the competition every three years
with the 1998 Cup being played in
England and the 2001 competition to
be held in South Africa.
•

PAKISTAN
Cricket Champion of the World
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©

WORLD CUP 1992

Figure 5. Pakistan celebrated its World Cup victory with three stamps and a special first day cancel.
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XV Commonwealth Games
by Mark Maestrone

first time. The swimming venue is slated to play host to
men's and women's 100-meter freestyle races, while track
hen it rains, it pours, as the mid-western states along
and field male athletes compete in an open wheelchair
the Mississippi River know all too well. We in the
Marathon and 800-meter race. Visually impaired competisports world are no less shielded from the "flood" of
tion in lawn bowls for both men and women is also schedmajor sporting events taking place in North America over
uled. First, second, and third place winners in each event
the next three years.
will receive "distinctive medals."
The recently completed World University Games and
Symbolism is an important element of today's multiannual U.S. Olympic Festival have kept amateur athletes
sport international competitions. The XV Commonwealth
very busy this summer. Next year, the United States plays
Games logo (inset) is no exception. The " V " for Victoria
host to the World Cup of Soccer. And in
design is in the colors blue, white and
three years, the Olympic Games will take
red — at least one of which is found on
center stage in Atlanta, Georgia.
the flag of each Commonwealth nation.
The medal-ribbon theme of the design
Another quadrennial sporting ex"symbolizes teamwork and striving for
travaganza, the XV Commonwealth
excellence in sport."
Games is just around the corner, as well.
And what would a major sports comFrom August 18-28, 1994, Victoria,
petition be without an official mascot.
British Columbia, jewel of the Pacific
Klee Wyck, an orca whale, is a cuddly
Northwest, plays host to sportsmen and
mascot, to be sure (Atlanta, take note)
women from 66 Commonwealth nations.
and certainly appropriate as a symbol.
Athletes compete in ten individual
Noted for intelligence and with a social
sports—team sports such as field hockey
nature, the orca whale is native to the
and soccer do not qualify for competiPacific coastal waters of Canada. Her
tion. This approach is taken to even the
name broadly translates as "the smiling
field of play for all nations.
one" in the language of the coastal First
Canada has hosted the CommonNations native peoples. The nickname
wealth Games on three previous occawas
given to famous Victoria artist,
sions: the inaugural games in 1930 at
Emily Carr, who traveled the area in the
Hamilton, Ontario; the 5th games at
early 1900s painting totem poles and
Vancouver, British Columbia in 1954;
forests.
and the 1978 games at Edmonton, Alberta. The Edmonton games were commemThe Commonwealth Games do not
orated on two sets of Canadian stamps.
conduct an Olympic-style torch run. They
Scott #757-8 depict the games logo, a
do, however, employ a relay with the
stylized maple leaf (symbol of Canada),
Queen's Baton. This tradition began at
and badminton. The second issue consists
the 1958 Commonwealth Games in Carof four stamps: the games' stadium,
diff, Wales. On that occasion, Queen
running, Alberta Legislature building, The official logo (top) of the XV Elizabeth II placed a message inside a
Commonwealth
Games. The specially designed baton (similar in shape
and bowls (Scott #759-62).
Canada Post will undoubtedly issue mascot, Klee Wyck, an orca and size to a relay runner's baton) that
was carried by 664 runners from London
stamps this time as well. To the best of whale, appears above.
to Cardiff. The message was then read as
this writer's knowledge, the organizing
a part of the Opening Ceremony. The 1994 Queen's Baton,
committee, the Victoria Commonwealth Games Society,
fashioned from silver and engraved with native symbols,
have not yet used special publicity meters.
will carry her message from coast to coast. Prince Edward,
The ten official sports, comprising 169 medal events,
President of the international Commonwealth Games Federare: aquatics (diving, swimming, and synchronized swimation,
will preside at the Opening Ceremonies. Her Majesming), athletics (track and field), badminton, boxing,
ty,
Queen
Elizabeth II, will attend the Closing Ceremonies
cycling, gymnastics (both artistic and rhythmic), lawn
on August 28.
bowls, shooting, weightlifting, and wrestling. Field lacrosse will be the demonstration sport for these games.
Tickets are scheduled to go on sale October 18, 1993.
For more information, write: XV Commonwealth Games,
In keeping with the tradition of being billed "the
P.O. Box 1994, Victoria, B.C., Canada V8W 3M8.
Friendly Games," the organizing committee has increased
the participation of women athletes who will compete in
Your editor welcomes further information on the XV
new cycling and shooting events.
Commonwealth Games, philatelic or otherwise, from
readers. Thanks are also due to member Paul Tissington for
Athletes with disabilities are also being welcomed. Six
providing much of the information for this article.
•
events have been added to the competition program for the
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Program of Events
XV Commonwealth Games
August 18 - 28, 1994
Event
Opening/Closing
Ceremonies
Aquatics
• Diving
• Swimming
• Synchro

Venue

1

Dayl Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 DayS Day 9 Day 10 Day 11
Aug 18 Aug 19 Aug 20 Aug 21 Aug 22 Aug 23 Aug 24 Aug 25 Aug 26 Aug 27 Aug 28
Thur
Fri
Sat
Tue
Thu
Sun
Mon
Wed
Fri
Sat
Sun
A
A
M

2
2

A

A
M
E

M
E

A
M
E

A
M
E

A

A
M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

1

M
3

Boxing

S

Cycling
• Velodrome
• TTT(m/w)

4

M
A
E
A
E

M
A
E
A
E

M
E
A
E

A
E

M
E

M
E

A
E

A
A
E

A

A
E
A

M
E

M
E

M
E

M
E

M
A

M
A

M
A

M
A

M
A
E
M

M
A
E
M

M
A
E
M

M
A
E
M

M
A
E
M

A
E

A
E

A
E

A
E

M
A

A

M
A

• RR (m/w)

M
A

Gymnastics
• Artistic
• Rhythmic

6

Lawn Bowls

4

Shooting

7

Weightlifting

8

Wrestling

4

6

M
A
M
A
E
M

M
E

M
A
M
A
E
M

M
E

A
M
A
E
M

M
A
E
M

M
E

Sports Program

Times:

Venues:

M = Morning
A = Afternoon
E = Evening

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
*

A
M
E

2
E

Athletics
• Track and Field
• 'Marathon
(m/w)
• 'Walks (m/w)
Badminton

M
E

UVic Centennial Stadium
Saanich Commonwealth Place
UVic McKinnon Gymnasium
Juan de Fuca Recreation Centre
Esquimalt'S Archie Browning Sports Centre
Memorial Arena
Heal's Range
Royal Theatre
Road event
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RR
m/w

Team Time-Trial
Road Race
men and women
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Pierre de Coubertin Checklist
The January-February 1992 issue of JSP (Volume 30, Number 3) presented a partial checklist of de Coubertin
stamps as part of its salute to the founder of the Modern Olympic Games. Members Jack Schriever and Paul
Tissington submitted separate supplementary lists, which have been combined below. This list includes those
stamps listed in our previous article. Can any readers fill in missing information or add to the list?

Country

Scott Number

Date Issued

Bolivia
Central Africa
Congo
Cook Islands
Cuba
Dahomey
Djibouti
France
Fujeira
Gabon
Germany, East
Germany, East
Germany, West
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Haiti
Haiti
Haiti
Hungary

unlisted
693
C382
B29
2715
243 & 243a
631
817
unlisted
618
635-6
1123-4
986
1028
C801
unlisted
Bl & CB1-2
464 & C163
B18& CB28
1501

1988
Mar85
Nov87
26Jun72
23June84
2Sep67
16July87
24Nov56
unknown
Aug87
2Jan63
6June69
6Jun68
10Apr71
28Jan86
1988
30ct39
18Aug60
9Sep60
1963

Korea
Monaco
Niger
Paraguay

1511 & 1511a
548
C159
unlisted

16Sep88
12Dec63
10Jun71
16Feb63

Salvador, El
San Marino
Turkey
Upper Volta

1004
427 & C106
1743
814

20Jul84
19May59
20July67
Aug87

Description
Olymphilex '85
50th ann. of death
'72 Summer Olympics
90th ann. of Olympic revival
'68 Winter Olympics
'88 Winter/Summer Olympics
60th ann. of Modern Olympic Games
75th ann. of Modern Olympic Games
50th ann. of death
Centenary of birth
75th ann. of Olympic revival
'68 Summer Olympics
75th ann. of Modern Olympic Games
90th ann. of Modern Olympic Games
I.O.C.
Stadium construction
'60 Summer Olympics
'60 Summer Olympics
Centenary of birth; 10th ann. of
People's Stadium, Budapest
'88 Summer Olympics
Centenary of birth
75th ann. of Modern Olympic Games
Centenary of birth; as many as 6
unlisted issues may exist
'84 Summer Olympics
'60 Summer Olympics
1st Turkish Olympic competition
50th ann. of death

•KPEBLlGlEimm-

France #817
Haiti #464
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Book Reviews
Exhibiting and the Computer Idea Book. 72 pages, 3 hole
ring-punched, loose leaf, 8'/i" x 11". No cover. $6.00
postpaid from the Philatelic Society of Pittsburgh, Regis
Hoffman, 2008 Rockfield Road, PA 15243, U.S.A.
PITTPEX '92 opened its competitive exhibition to only
those exhibits which had been mounted on pages prepared
with the aid of a computer. This book, actually unbound
and unpaginated, is a collection of notes, articles, title pages
and sample exhibit pages. There is no table of contents.
Randy L. Neil says that no extra credit or special
advantage is given to an exhibitor who uses a computer.
Typed and hand lettered exhibit pages are still acceptable.
However, there are numerous pluses in using a computer:
Uniformity of style;
Storage of one's work;
Easy retrieval of pages and reworking of them;
A reference for insurance purposes;
Less paper waste because printouts are controlled until
work is completed on the computer.
Alj Mary discusses hardware alternatives, especially
printers. Software, including word processing, page layout
programs and painting and drawing programs are discussed.
Basic page formats are shown. Borders, columns,
graphics, lettering, headers and footers, etc. are covered. A
later section gives a list of exhibits and presents the title
page and sample exhibit page for each exhibit. I found it
particularly interesting to browse through the pages and
readily note overpoweringly large type that is perhaps the
bane of computer-generated exhibit pages.
Some pages seem to have inherent weaknesses such as
too much text, too much white space, too small type or too
many solid blocks of text. These are all factors within the
control of the computer user and exhibitor.
Keep in mind, however, that when you are looking at
the pages from a desk or chair, everything looks larger and
more obvious than if you were viewing an exhibit frame.
I did not see a discussion of paper suitable for exhibits
that could be used in the computer. Such material is occasionally advertised in the philatelic press, but is expensive. It might be best to test printouts on ordinary paper
before using exhibit quality paper.
This publication is highly recommended to anyone
considering preparing a collection or an exhibit on a computer. Readers ordering the publication are advised to
number and bind the pages promptly. It will be almost
impossible to reconstruct the publication in its logical
format if any pages go astray.
•
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by Sherwin Podolsky

Sammlersfucke KatalogNr. 57. 56 pages, paperback, 8" x
S'A". German language. Kasseler Sport Verlag, Frankfurter
Strasse 92A, D-3500 Kassel, Germany.
This is a price list of books and programs dealing with
the Olympic Games and various sports. Many titles appear
in English or are multi-lingual, including English. While
most books appear to be in German, there are many other
languages offered. With a basic English-German dictionary,
the reader can determine the contents of the titles.
The condition (Zustand) of a title is given at four
levels, with level I being "worthy of new" (neuwertig).
The 1932 Official Report described as level III, with some
faults, is priced at DM 1800 (about $1100).
Sections include: Soccer, Olympic Games (general),
Olympic Games by Olympiad, various sports, book remainders from England, and new titles. However, I could not
find any titles dealing with sport or Olympic philately. The
reader may find it worthwhile to get the catalog and be on
the mailing list of this fine source.
•
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The Sports Arena

by Mark Maestrone

Periodically, this column reports on earliest known uses
of U.S. stamps of interest to our members. The May 24,
1993 issue of Linn's Stamp News reports early use of both
the 29C World University Games and Sports Horses stamps.
The University Games stamp had an official first day
of issue of February 25, 1993. So far, this stamp has been
noted commercially cancelled on February 24.
The Sports Horses stamps, on the other hand, appeared
over two weeks before their scheduled first day. The latest
example sent to Linn's illustrates the steeplechase stamp
with a machine cancel dated April 14, 1993. The first day
of issue was May 1, 1993.
Readers are cautioned that very little, if any, premium
should be paid for covers bearing early use cancellations!
From Finnish member, Ossi Virtanen, we have an
interesting historical footnote with a philatelic theme. While
the accomplishments of the great Jesse Owens seem to
invariably dominate any discussion of the 1936 Berlin
Olympics, we tend to forget that there were many other
athletes who deserve recognition.
Kenneth Carpenter of the U.S. came from behind in his
next-to-last attempt in the discus throw to take the gold
medal, setting an Olympic Record in the process.
A photo taken of Carpenter ended up being used as a
model for no less than three subsequent stamp issues (Figure 1). The first instance occurred on France #B61, a 1937
semi-postal for the benefit of the French PTT's Recreation
Fund. In this case, Carpenter's image was not the stamp's
central figure; this was reserved for three track runners.
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Figure 1. Three stamps modeled after a photograph of
Ken Carpenter, gold medal winner in the discus at the
1936 Berlin Olympic Games from France, Finland (essay
only), and Japan.
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The second time that Carpenter was used as a model
was for G.A. Jysky's 1939 design of a stamp for the
eventually-cancelled 1940 Helsinki Olympic Games. A more
detailed discussion of the essays for this stamp appeared in
the September-October 1991 issue of JSP.
Eleven years after his Berlin performance, Carpenter's
action photograph was employed once more—this time by
Japan. For its 2nd National Athletic Meet which took place
in Kanazawa in 1937, Japan issued two stamps. One of
these, #399, again portrayed Kenneth Carpenter.
Undoubtedly, Jesse Owens holds the record for most
philatelic honors, but I'm sure Ken can't be far behind!
Dieter Germann of Germany submits an example of
another Berlin 2000 hand cancel. In this case, it is the visit
of the International Olympic Committee's Examining Commission that has occasioned the special cancel (Figure 2).

.BERLIN
£• Tagungder
*• lOC-Priifungskommission
^
17. 21. April 1003
m

Jr" '*tc 1000 s* • ? "
17.-4.1993

Figure 2. German hand cancel commemorating the IOC
Examining Commission's visit to Berlin, bid candidate
for the 2000 Summer Olympic Games.
Arranged in the standard German elliptical format, the
black cancellation is from the 1000 Berlin 12 post office.
The outer rim bears the text "KANDIDAT DER SPIELE
DER XXVII. OLYMPIADE" (Candidate for the Games
of the XXVIIth Olympiad). The Olympic Rings appear
inside in the ellipse with the words "Tagung der/IOCPrufungskommission/17. -21. April 1993".
A second item is from Laurentz Jonker of The Netherlands. In commemoration of Olympic Youth Days, a popular celebration in European countries, The Netherlands town
of Valkenswaard is using a special slogan meter in red
(Figure 3). The illustration, which is partially obscured by
the Airmail etiquette, features a walking youth holding a lit
torch surrounded by eleven stars. The text, reads: EUROPESE JEUGD/ OLYMPISCHE DAGEN/3-9 JULI 1993/
VALKENSWAARD.
The obverse of the card, which was produced for
Amsterdam's 1992 Olympic bid, is amusingly appropriate
as the purveyor for this Olympic Youth Days cancel (Figure
4). Five young cyclists are portrayed on a five-seat cycle
(do we call this a pentacycle?). While the first four are
furiously pedaling away, the last is sitting back with his feet
on the handlebars and sipping a drink. The tag-line "Together We Can Make It" is, of course, right on the money.
Journal of Sports Philately
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Figure 3. Special meter noting the upcoming European Olympic Youth Days to be held July 39, 1993 in The Netherlands.

TOGETHER WE CAN MAKER.

HOLLANDWANTSTHEWORLDTOWJN,
Figure 4. The obverse of the card illustrated in Figure 3 depicts five youth cyclists. The card was
originally produced for Amsterdam's bid for the 1992 Olympics, which were held in Barcelona.
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Auction News

by Sherwin Podolsky

George Alevizos, 2800 28th Street, Suite 323, Santa Monica, CA 90405-2995 (Telephone 310-450-2543) conducts a
periodic mail sale which often includes sports and Olympic
material. In his Mail Sale (#31) of April 1, 1993, the
following prices were realized, excluding the 10% buyer's
commission:

Lot 789. Germany. 1936 Berlin. Registered airmail cover
to Austria with both Olympic souvenir sheets, one on front
trimmed to 85mm x 70mm, the other on reverse with
manuscript message in selvedge regarding delivery. Canceled and with registry label for Berlin Internationalen
Sportstudenten-lager. Fine. Estimate $350. Realized $300.

Lot 791. Germany. Kiel Berlin Olympics. 9 cards (including 5 stationery) with Kiel pictorial c.d.s. for Olympic
Sailing events (7 different), also pre-Olympics view cards
with Kiel pictorial slogan duplex, post-Olympics 6 pf. card
with sailing illustration and Munchen...Olympia c.d.s., and
two mint Kiel Olympic sailing stationery cards. Total of 14
items. F-VF. Estimate $125. Realized $180.
Lot 789
Lot 842. Greece. 1897. Cover to Germany. 1896 5 lepta
Olympic stamp tied by Athnai 1 c.d.s. Unsealed flap.
Scarce single franking. Fine. Estimate $200. Realized $240.
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Lot 846. Greece 1906. Registered cover to New York.
With 1 drachma 1906 Olympic stamp. Partial Patrai c.d.s.
Repaired 5mm opening tear. Some soiling. Estimate $250.
Realized $150.

Lot 848. Greece. 1936. Illustrated (Olympic stamps of
Greece aid Germany) card for Olympic Torch Run from
Olympia to Berlin. With double ring Greek cancel with
Olympic Rings and Berlin arrival cancel. Estimate $65.
Realized $80.
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Lot 848

Lot 850. Greece. 1954. Commercial flown cover to New
York. NATO 4000 drachma tied by Renovation des Jeux
Olympiques 1894-1954, 60cn* Anniversary cancel. Also, a
local cover with similar cancel in Greek. The French cancel
is very scarce. F-VF. Estimate $100. Realized $120.

Lot 851. Greece. 1956. Cacheted Athens-Australia Quantas
Olympic Torch Flight cover with Olympia pictorial cancels.
XVI Olympiad, Melbourne pictorial backstamp. Estimate
$50. Realized $66.
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1996 Atlanta Olympic Games
In reviewing recent issues of JSP, I was amazed to
discover that the Berlin 2000 bid effort has produced so
many meters, postmarks, and covers that it takes a 12-page
article to describe them all. So far, the Atlanta Committee
for the Olympic Games (ACOG) has not authorized or used
any special meters or cancellations. Letters sent from the
ACOG are franked with a non-publicity meter applied by a
Pitney-Bowes machine. The 1996 logo is included as an
imprinted advertising corner card (Figure 1). The Olympic
flame and stars appear in gold; all other printing is in
green. The ACOG did use these envelopes to produce a
small number of first day covers for the 1992 Olympic
baseball stamp, which were sold in the Olympic Experience
store in Underground Atlanta (see JSP, November/December 1992, page 21). On a recent visit to the Olympic
Experience, I found no philatelic items relating to the 1996
Games, and still no postcards using the new logo.
There is one commercial meter with an Olympic theme
currently in use in Atlanta. I have illustrated this in Figure
2. For at least the past seven months, an Atlanta business
has included this meter slug routinely on their outgoing
mail. As you can see, it is produced by a Friden-Alcatel
meter machine, with an advertising slug reading "USA"
and "Friends of the 1992 Team," and displaying the
Olympic Rings. This cover also received a USPS sprayedon marking documenting its passage through the mails. I
believe that Friden offered this slug at no charge as an
added inducement to install the machine. For both the 1988
and 1992 Olympics, Friden was a sponsor of the U.S.
Olympic Team. According to U.S. law, Olympic devices
(the Rings, word "Olympics", etc.) may only be used in
the United States with the permission of the United States
Olympic Committee (USOC) or the ACOG during the
current quadrennium. Sponsorship arrangements for the

*1

by Norman F. Jacobs, Jr.

1992 Games expired in December 1992; continued use of
this publicity meter violates the agreements. I think it is
unlikely that this meter slug is in widespread use by other
businesses, at least in Atlanta; I have not seen any other
current commercial examples. For obvious reasons, we
have elected to omit the sender's return address and identification.
This is not the only example of commercial use of the
Olympic logo by an Atlanta firm. Even before the 1996
Games were awarded to Atlanta, we had an "Olympic
Restaurant" which used both the torch and Rings in their
advertisements. A copy of their promotional literature is
illustrated in Figure 3. I've not seen any commercial covers
from this establishment, but I am checking on the possibility
that advertising covers may exist.
The cover in Figure 4 may not reproduce well in this
illustration, but it, too, has an Atlanta Olympic connection.
On June 12 and 13, 1993, the Button-Gwinnett Stamp Club
honored Sir Edmund Hillary on the 40th anniversary of his
conquest of Mount Everest. It also honored Atlantan Hugh
Morton who, on May 15, 1992, became the seventh person
over the age of 40 to reach the summit of Everest, 29,028
feet above sea level. Of interest to Olympic historians:
although Morton only stayed at the summit for twenty
minutes, he had time to raise the colors of the Atlanta
Committee for the Olympic Games. The ACOG had given
Morton a flag with the new 1996 Atlanta Olympic logo,
hoping that his climb would be successful. To my knowledge this is the first time that the Olympic Rings have
looked down from the top of the world. To philatelically
commemorate this event, one of the show covers uses as its
cachet a picture of Hugh Morton taken on the summit of
Mount Everest. He is holding the ACOG flag. The covers
prepared by the club used two of the 15C Mount McKinley

Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games
250 Williams S o w . Suite 6000
P.O Bra 19%
Atlanta. CA3030M996 ISA

Mr. Norman F. Jacobs, Jr.
2712 N Decatur Road
Decatur GA 30033

Atlantal996

Figure 1. The ACOG's envelopes display their logo in gold and green ... but still no slogan dies in their meter.
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Figure 2. 1992 Olympic slogan dies should have been removed from Friden-Alcatel meters in December 1992, but
this Atlanta business is still using theirs.

stamps, but I substituted the 29C Flag with Olympic Rings
stamp on the covers I prepared.
I want to end with a few comments about progress at
the ACOG. First, the statement of mission and goals for the
Centennial Olympic Games was released last month, as
illustrated in Figure 5. Whether all these goals will be
achieved is certainly debatable, but it provides an ambitious
target for all of us who participate to aspire to.
On Tuesday, July 20, 1993, the ACOG honored the
Olympic Force, the community service organizations and
individual volunteers who have committee to work on the
1996 Olympics. Several were given honors to recognize
their contributions. The ACOG took out a full-page advertisement in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
with the
names of all the volunteer groups arranged to make a map
of the state of Georgia. The date is significant because it

represents the three-year mark until the opening of the
Games.
As most readers have probably heard, on July 27,
1993, the National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) won
the U.S. television broadcast rights for the Olympic Games
in 1996, with a bid of $456 million. 60% of this total goes
directly to the ACOG. Interestingly, buried in the news accounts was a brief comment that the date of the Opening
Ceremonies might be changed to Friday, July 19, 1996
from Saturday. This would allow for prime-time coverage
on Friday night and would also help to avoid having sporting events taking place prior to the official opening. I will
report further on this when confirmation is available. In my
next column, I will discuss specific sports venues and the
Cultural Olympiad.

t
NUMB

Family-owned & operated
Traditional gyros & souvlaki
Delicious Greek salads
House specialties include mousaka.
pastitsio & shish-kebob
Try our hot oven grinders on a
French roll
632S Spalding Dr.
(P«xt to TuMday Morning)

Norcross. GA
(404)446-6506

Figure 3. Always a problem is how to deal with businesses whose names and/or logos
infringe upon Olympic copyright laws. This Georgia restaurant may pose just such a
problem for the USOC or ACOG.
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BUTTON GWINNETT STAMP C U M HONORS
HUGH MORTON ON REACHING THE SUMMIT OF MOUNT EVEHESr
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-I SPENT FIVE YEARS WORKING ON MY UOAL
AND ONLY STAYED TWENTY MINUTES." HUGHUORTON

Figure 4. Hugh Morton, an Atlantan, holds the ACOG Olympic logo Hag on top of Mount Everest, as
depicted in this show cachet for the Button-Gwinnett Stamp Club.

THE ATLANTA COMMITTEE
FOR THE OLYMPIC GAMES MISSION
...To conduct the Centennial Olympic Games with
sensitivity, integrity, fiscal responsibility and commitment
to the needs of the athletes
...To share with the world the spirit of of America, the
experience of the American South and the vision of Atlanta
...To leave a positive, physical and spiritual legacy, and
an indelible mark upon Olympic history by staging the
most memorable Games ever.

Figure 5. The recently released mission and goals of the ACOG is an ambitious program to live up to.
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On Sports and Olympic Exhibiting
Continuing along the path to preparing that exhibit for
OLYMPHILEX '96 in Atlanta, I wish to pass along some
observations from the Jury that participated in GENOVA
'92, which was totally devoted to thematic exhibits.
At most Federation International de Philatelie (FIP)
international exhibitions, it is quite common to receive an
"on-the-floor" critique of your exhibit from a member of
the jury assigned to the Thematic Section. Because GENOVA was totally thematic, it was not practical to offer such
critiques due to the overwhelming number of entries.
Rather, Dr. Ing. Giancarlo Morolli, President of the GENOVA '92 jury, prepared a summary entitled "Jury Remarks
for the Thematic Exhibitors." It covered the most common
problems and issues encountered during the six days of
judging. I received the summary only a few days ago and
I would like to pass along some of the information contained therein in the hope that it will benefit those planning
to enter OLYMPHILEX '96.
As an introduction to Morolli's comments, one must
understand that thematic exhibits are judged on a point
basis. The assigned points are as follows:
Treatment
Plan
Size
Development of the Theme
Philatelic Knowledge
Condition & Rarity
Presentation
Total

25
20
5
25
20
25
5
100

For each of the criterion for which points are assigned,
Morolli prepared a bar chart (Figure 1) indicating the
average points lost by exhibitors for each criterion. A quick
look at Figure 1 reveals that the most critical areas were
DEVELOPMENT and CONDITION & RARITY. This
is not unexpected, as it is typical of previous internationals.
Relative to TREATMENT, the Development of the
Exhibit Plan carries the most weight. The Plan Page (i.e.,
Plan of Exhibit), which is usually the second page in the
first frame, must provide an introduction that demonstrates
that the exhibitor has a good understanding of the theme he
has chosen to develop. It needs to be presented in a manner
that readily enables the reader to understand the structure of
the theme and its subdivisions. The decimal outline system
is a useful tool in this regard. An introductory Title Page is
also recommended.
Based on the comments of the GENOVA jury, the
choice of the title is critical. In some cases, it was found
that the exhibitor had a plan not fully in compliance with
the title. The cause was typically due to some of the plan
sub-divisions being outside the scope of the title; or, some
aspects of the title were not covered by the plan.
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by James Bowman

The other element of TREATMENT relates to Size.
This, I believe, is one of the most difficult concepts to
understand and the FIP Guidelines do not provide adequate
explanation. What is published possibly becomes disjointed
due to translation from another language. What I believe it
implies is that the exhibit will be evaluated by comparing it
with the potential exhibit that could be achieved through a
very comprehensive and complete plan, and a thorough and
deep development. This is not necessarily synonymous with
number of pages or frames exhibited, but relates more to
the use of the broadest possible range of philatelic elements
for development of the theme. Or, in other words, using
each page to its fullest potential.
Now to the very important DEVELOPMENT of the
exhibit. Here, the jury attempts to evaluate the originality
of the thematic research when compared to previous treatments of the theme. Depth of development can be demonstrated by the use of material that is either hardly known or
that is totally unknown, providing it is suitably related to
the theme. Originality can also boost your point level,
particularly if new themes and approaches are effectively
developed.
In the DEVELOPMENT category, the GENOVA jury
commented that more attention needed to be paid to the
organization of items on a page to insure that the sequence
of thematic development is strictly followed. In some
exhibits, the thematic interpretation of an item was not
thematically appropriate. More attention also needed to be
paid to exploiting thematic information derived from postal
history items. And finally, thematic text was sometimes
missing or not sufficient. Other times, it was simply too
verbose. Pages without any thematic text should be avoided.
PHILATELIC KNOWLEDGE can be demonstrated
by using the broadest possible range of different types of
philatelic material, but in a balanced manner. This means
that old material (i.e., pre-philatelic and classic) should be
used, as well as geographically-diverse modern items.
Greater recognition needs to be given to material which has
not previously been researched for a particular theme, or
where little research has been accomplished. The exhibitor
should also strive to discover, and thematically justify,
material with a thematic meaning that is not immediately
recognizable.
In this area, the GENOVA jury recommended showing
a wider variety of items, while at the same time ensuring
that the choice is balanced. In some cases, too little attention was paid to the role of stamps. In other instances, too
many documents without real thematic significance were
displayed. They specifically cited the use of covers and
FDCs franked with several different stamps (or an entire
set) without any relevant thematic cancellation just because
one of the stamps thereon had thematic significance. Considering the level of the GENOVA exhibition, they were
also disturbed about the use of too many items that were
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cancelled-to-order.
CONDITION AND RARITY is a rather straightforward category to understand. Condition is based on the
usual overall criteria,of evaluation. For modern material,
good condition is an essential requirement. Cancellations
must be crisp and allow the stamp design, when relevant,
to be clearly seen. The rarity is based on objective criteria
such as quantity issued, difficulty of acquisition, and the
presence of exceptional items.
In this regard, the GENOVA jury suggested that
"exhibitors continue to look for the rarest items and not
just rest when they have achieved a full thematic representation of the detail." Also, quality of items remains a challenge. The exhibitor should not leave the impression that
the thematic exhibitor just buys what is cheaper or left over
from the traditional collectors.
The final category, PRESENTATION, although not
heavily weighted in total point count, is still a place where
points are easily lost. It is also the category that I believe
is most easily remedied if one pays attention and follows a

few simple rules. An individual page should not be overcrowded or too empty. The presentation techniques (i.e.,
the mounting and framing of stamps and documents) should
be consistent and neat throughout the exhibit. The use of
white or pale-colored pages which do not detract from the
material, are preferred. Also, the use of a type face that is
too bold can result in the written text overpowering the
philatelic items.
Some comments of the GENOVA jury for this category
included "the thematic text can not be replaced neither by
the title of the page or a philatelic text; ... additional information, not supported by any philatelic items, makes no
sense and impacts the readability of the exhibit; ... and
translation of text on stamps and other items should be
correct and not just a guess."
In future columns, I will discuss, in some detail, the
preparation of sports exhibits as they relate to the evaluation
criteria discussed in this article.
I would appreciate comments or questions from readers
relative to sports exhibiting and exhibit preparation.

POINTS LOST
Average per Criterion
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Figure 1. Compilation of average points lost by exhibits in each of the six judging
criteria at GENOVA '92.
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What's It Worth

by Sherwin Podolsky
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Figure 1

This is an experimental column, the intention of which
is to discuss the value of less common philatelic material in
the marketplace. It will deal primarily with items recently
offered by dealers and, perhaps to a lesser extent, at auctions and by collectors. Opinions of anonymous, but knowledgeable, collectors will be solicited. If I offer my own, I
will say so.
The format of this column may change. The focus is
mainly on value, not where to buy or sell. However, reader
response is important. High quality photocopies of items are
solicited, along with asking prices, prices paid, and/or
auction realizations. Names of dealers and auction houses
should be furnished but are not likely to be mentioned in
this column. Readers with specialized knowledge in the
value of material are also invited to participate. Because this
column and other editorial responsibilities can generate a lot
of correspondence, I will only respond as needed to prepare
the column. If you want a reply, please furnish a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
Today, we shall examine values in the French philatelic
marketplace. The illustrated items were offered by French
dealers.
26
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Figure 1, above, is an attractive commercial cover with
the continuous slogan cancellation of Paris 24 R. de Clery,
dated 22.1.24. This is a rather early postmark and January
was the month for the First Winter Olympics held at Chamonix. The cancellation impression is excellent with all
details showing clearly. Perhaps the quality reflects the
early use of the canceler. One would think that a machine
cancellation from Paris, even from 1924, must be fairly
common.
What's It Worth?
1. Even if you did not want the cover, what do you think
it is worth? What would a knowledgeable collector expect
to pay for this item?
2. What do you think the French dealer wanted for the
cover?
3. What do you think two experts in the values of French
philatelic material think the cover is worth? "Smartone" is
our French national advisor. -"Wiseone" is our other
European expert. They may not necessarily agree on the
same amount.
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Figure 2 is also offered by a French
dealer and you can see the price of 1200
FF (about $210) scribbled on the photocopy. The cover is postmarked June 27,
1924, during the period of the Olympics.
However, I do not know what events, if
any, were held on that day. The cover is
registered, but the postmarks and registry
labels are not Olympic. The attraction of
this cover is the complete set on a registered cover, a rather uncommon usage
then, even if overfranked.
What's It Worth?
1. "Smartone" examined the photocopy
and price and, based on his shrewd
MIUWICUUC u l uic I'iciicii p u i i a i c i i c m a i -

ketplace, arrived at a value. What do you
think "Smartone" came up with? Did he
agree with the dealer's price?
2. What would the cover be worth to
you?
Answers to most of these questions
will be found on page 31 of this issue of
JSP.

Figure 2

Approvals avallablel
Please check Ihe appropriate Items of Interest.

OLYMPICS
Grenoble, Mexico
Lake Placid, Moscow
____Sapporo, Munich
Sarajevo, Los Angeles
Innsbruck, Montreal
_ Calgary, Seoul
Albertville, Barcelona
Trial colors
Imports

. Collective sheets
_Ple proofs

PRINCIPAT^iifD'ANDORRA

_Deluxe sheets

S. SEREBRAKIAN, INC.
P.O. Box 448

Monroe, NY 10950

Being pioneers of Topicals and Airmails, we can now offer
almost any Topical from A-Z. In addition, we are very strong
in FRANCE, MONACO, ANDORRA, ANTARCTICA and the
FRENCH COMMUNITY-IMPERFS, T R I A L COLORS,
D E L U X E , COLLECTIVE S H E E T S , a n d R A R E D I E
PROOFS. We were the first to inform the philatelic world
about the status and rarity of the Die Proofs since 1959.
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S. SEREBRAKIAN, INC
P.O. BOX 448, MONROE, N.Y. 10950 • TEL, (914) 783-9791
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Reviews of Periodicals
Basketball Philatelic News
The June 1993, issue of this basketball newsletter
reproduces several basketball items which are difficult to
locate in the U.S. These include a January 31, 1991 first
day cover for the pre-Olympics stamps of Vietnam, with a
basketball cancellation (Figure 1); a Homebush (Australia)
1992 special events cancellation showing several sports
figures, including a basketball player; and a mainland China
first day cover of May 9, 1993 for the stamps saluting the
First East Asia Games, which opened in Shanghai on that
date. Also illustrated is a Libyan souvenir sheet which
incorporates the previously-issued Los Angeles Olympic
Games stamps (Scott 1204-1209). The existence of this
souvenir sheet is not mentioned in the Scott catalog.
This issue of the newsletter also contains reproductions
of a number of Japanese basketball telephone cards, and
illustrates the eight special cancellations used at the May
1993 First East Asian Games. Also included is a Thailand
cover celebrating the VI Asian Games held in Bangkok in
December 1970, on which all of the special cancellations
for the individual sports are imprinted, together with the
dates each event was contested.
To join the basketball philatelic group and receive its
newsletter, write George E. Killian, P.O. Box 7305, Colorado Springs, CO 80933-7305.
-DW

Otitis, Aldus, Fortius
A new non-profit Olympic society, the International
Society of Olympic Historians (ISOH), was founded in

by M. Maestrone & D. Weihrauch

1991. As stated in its prospectus, the organization's purpose
is to "promote and study the Olympic Movement and the
Olympic Games ... through research into the history of the
Olympic Movement and the Olympic Games, through the
gathering of historical and statistical data ... and through
publication of the research via journals ..."
The Volume 1, Number 3 issue (Summer 1993) of this
aptly-named quarterly publication of the ISOH, Citius,
Altius, Fortius (faster, higher, stronger: the motto of
the Olympic Games) recently arrived. As with the two
previous issues, the Secretary-General & Editor, Bill Mallon, successfully melds a variety of interesting research
articles with rather dry, but no less useful, statistical surveys. Regular columns are also present. These include book
reviews, Olympic news, detailed biographies of new members, and letters from members.
In this particular issue, Chicago Tribune sports
columnist, Phil Hersh, discusses the Olympic press facilities
at both Albertville and Barcelona.
Bill Mallon follows with a very interesting piece on
golf at the Olympic Games. Even if you don't collect this
specific sport, the reader can't help but come away with at
least a few tidbits of knowledge. And for a philatelist, these
sidelines are what make our own collections or exhibits
unique. A sample from this article: American Charlie
Sands, who won the men's golf event at the 1900 Paris
Olympics, also competed in the lawn tennis competition in
Paris. At the 1908 Games in London, he again took part by
playing in jeu de paume (court tennis).
Athanasios Tarasouleas contributes an article entitled
"The Female Spiridon Loues." Much to my surprise, a
thirty-year-old Greek woman, Stamata Revithi, was reported
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Figure 1. A first day
cancel from Vietnam
depicting basketball is
discussed in the June
1993 issue of Basketball
Philatelic News. Vietnamese material is still
restricted from import
into the United States,
so this will be a difficult cancel for U.S.
collectors to obtain.
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Figure 2. 1953 sports material, including this cover from Hillary & Norkay's conquest of Mount
Everest, is covered in issue 49 of the French Thematic Association's sports journal.
in various newspaper accounts to have attempted to run in
the 1896 Marathon. However, though she was prepared to
compete, the race organizers discouraged her from taking
part in the March 29 (Julian calendar) competition. The
following day, she ran the course by herself, arriving in
Athens in Sl/i hours.
Two statistical surveys are also presented: a list of
athletes who have made five or more Olympic appearances,
and Olympic record progressions for the sport of speed
skating.
Of the columns, I have found the book reviews to be
most valuable. Unfortunately, in many cases the cost of the
publication being reviewed is not included, nor is an address provided where it can be purchased. Including this
information in the future would help fulfill the reason for
publishing the reviews in the first place.
The membership of ISOH is quite a distinguished
group, including the top Olympic and sport historians from
around the world. Membership is $15 per year. Those
interested in joining must be nominated by an existing
member. For further information, please write to Dr. Bill
Mallon, M.D., 303 Sutherland Court, Durham, NC 27712,
U.S.A.
-MM

La Philatelie ThematiqueSupplement Sports
The French Thematic Association's sports journal (issue
#49 for the third quarter of 1993) commemorates the
group's 40th anniversary with a long section devoted to
philatelic material issued in 1953, the year the association
was founded. Other articles relate to archery with crossbow,
basketball and Olympism. Editor Francis Hournon's editorial is a plea for more adult sports collectors to exhibit,
pointing out that most sports exhibits in France these days
Journal of Sports Philately

are the work of juniors. (This complaint is equally applicable on the United States exhibiting scene.)
The article dealing with the crossbow — the first part
of a longer article — covers the development of the weapon
in different parts of the world and culminates with the
legend of William Tell. The brief basketball article notes
that for the first time in the sport's history, a French team
won the 1993 Men's European Basketball Championship.
Rene Geslin continues his Olympism article which details
each sport's admittance to medal competition and the name
and nationality of the first gold medalist. The 1953 sports
material which is illustrated consists mainly of first day
covers and special cancellations, none of which are particularly spectacular. However, the commemorative cover for
the first conquest of Everest in 1953 by Hillary and Norkay, illustrated in Figure 2, is interesting.
A tennis collection which won a silver at OLYMPHILEX '89 in Rome and a silver bronze at OLYMPHILEX
'92 in Barcelona, is for sale at an asking price of 50,000
French francs. Contact Jean-Paul Vanneraud, 12 rue Santeuil, 44000 Nantes, France.
-DW

Phila-Sport
Issue #6 (April-June 1993) of this quarterly periodical
of UIFOS (Unione Italiana Filatelisti Olimpici e Sportivi)
has been received, although the preceding issue (#5) has yet
to arrive. The editorial in this issue, by UIFOS President,
Maurizio Tecardi, outlines the year's sports program. It will
include an exhibiting competition to determine an Italian
champion of sports philately. The competition will be held
in three stages, with the final exhibition in November. In
July, Italy will host the world championship of canoe slalom
racing, for which a commemorative stamp will be issued.
September/October 1993
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This issue of Phila-Sport contains several well
researched and informative articles. One article is on the
European track and field championships; another deals with
the problem of philatelically-inspired covers and cancellations which plague exhibitors (as with the Davis Cup
unofficial cancel shown in Figure 3). A third piece discusses the German postal cards of the early 20th century which
publicized shooting competitions. Another article concerns
the 1992 Barcelona Paraolympics. Some meter marks of the
Lillehammer Organizing Committee and the Norwegian
Olympic Committee are reproduced, as is a sampling of
new sports-related cancellations from around the world.
Two regular features also appear: a listing of new sports
and Olympics stamps, and a sampling of sports offerings
from recent European auctions.
This continues to be a very professional and informative publication. President Tecardi states that the organization's membership is still growing, and the reason for this
is apparent.
-DW
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Figure 3. A discussion of philatelically-inspired covers
and cancellations, such as the triangular Davis Cup
marking on the post card at right, appears in issue 6 of
Phila-Sport.
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KLINE OLYMPIC GAMES PAGES
We have taken over publishing of the K-Line Olympic Games Pages and we are now
planning on bringing the other Olympiad's to publication. We will start with the 23rd
Games -1984 and will have Part 1 done before winter. Our current plans are to publish a
part of each Olympiad approximately every four or five months until we are up to date.
Please drop us a postcard letting us know what you are interested in so we have an idea
of how many to print.
1 st thru 15th Games Title & 37 pages
16th Games (1956) Title & 39 pages
17th Games (1960) Title & 61 pages
18th Games (1964) Title & 198 pages
19th Games (1968) Title & 183 pages
19th Games Non-member countries 136 pages
20th Games (1972) Title & 169 pages
20th Games Imperfs. 160 pages
21 st Games (1976) Title & 182 pages
22nd Games (1980) Title & 201 pages

$15.00 (3.00)
16.60 (3.00)
25.40 (3.00)
80.00 (7.50)
74.20 (6.50)
54.40 (5.50)
68.60 (6.50)
64.00 (6.50)
73.80 (6.50)
81.80 (7.50)

P.O. BOX 2286
LoGronqe. IL 6O525-8086-

Shipping in ( ). Minimum is
$3.00 per order. All foreign orders MUST BE PAID with INTERNATIONAL POSTAL
MONEY ORDER or checks
payable on a U.S. BANK. Foreign shipments - double the
postal rates, or inquire. Blank
pages for any of the above: 25
per package $8.75 (3.00).

We also publish 50th Anniversary of WWII; Golfon Stamps; World Fairs; Olympic Games; Christmas
Stamps; Christmas Seab; Copernicus; Scouts; Poland; Czechoslovakia and a complete line of
custom designed blank pages. A complete catalog is available for $2.00, which is refundable.
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N e W S Of O u r M e m b e r s

by Robert Mummert & Dorothy Weihrauch

New Members
1917R Ted Lewis, 108 S.W. 22 Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale,
FL 33312. He is a serviceman and collects Olympics,
wrestling, speed skating, bicycling, and Olympic
symbols & mascots. (La Porta).
1918A Risto Pitkanen, Taivaanpankontic 1 c 32, Kuopio,
Finland SF 70200. He is a bank manager and a collector of winter sports. Risto is fluent in English and
Swedish. (Podolsky)
1919A M.I. Stewart, 1180 Carey Road, Oakville, Ont.
L6J2E4 Canada. Specifically, he collects cricket and
baseball.
1920A Ugis Kenins, A. Caka 70-60 Riga 1001 Latvia. He
collects Olympics and basketball. Ugis is fluent in
German & Russia. (Jones)
1921R Robert M. Lee, 17 Brook Mill Lane, Chesterfield,
MO 63017. Robert collects all countries and all sports.
(La Porta)
New Address
Thomas H. Brown, 3609 East Superior Street, Duluth, MN
55804-2045
Total Membership, June 30, 1993

exhibition, hosted by the Waukesha (WI) County Philatelic
Society, in June in Milwaukee. James Bowman was awarded a gold for "1936 Olympische Spiele." Holly and Gary
Gibson received a silver bronze for "The Dimension of
Gymnastics." Vincent Leonardson won a bronze for "Runners and Blades." Joyce Adams, age 9, won a junior silver
for "The Olympic Games—Swifter, Higher, Stronger."

Answers to "What's It Worth"
Figure 1. My feeling was that this cover was worth
perhaps $75-$ 100, based on the quality of the postmark, relative scarcity, and early postmark date. The
French dealer wanted 2500 FF (about $440). "Smartone" said the cover was worth 2000-2500 FF and
okayed the French dealer's price, as did "Wiseone."
Figure 2. "Smartone" valued the cover at 500-600
FF (about $88-$ 106). The French dealer offered
more items, but "Smartone" felt the market values
were 25%-50% of the asking prices. Don't be pushed
into buying eye-popping material at headache prices!
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Sports & Olympic Exhibits
Awards
Local and Regional Shows
AMERISTAMP EXPO '93, a show limited to one frame
(16 page) exhibits, held in Kansas City in April. Judged by
accredited national judges. Sponsored by the Collectors
Club of Kansas City with the patronage of the American
Association of Philatelic Exhibitors. A silver was awarded
to Conrad Klinkner for "Let the Games Begin in Los
Angeles, 1932."
Twin City Stamp Expo, held in St. Paul, MN in March,
sponsored by the Twin City Philatelic Society. R. Olson's
exhibit "Olympic Sports" received the Special Minnesota
Federation of Stamp Clubs Youth Award.
National Shows
FILATELIC FIESTA, held in March in San Jose, CA,
sponsored by the San Jose Stamp Club. A Youth Award of
a silver went to Samantha Burde for " U . S . Olympic
Stamps."

ENGRAVINGS
FRANCE and COLONIES
PROOFS & ESSAYS
We offer, "Over 30 YEARS of sales
data for reference and assistance," in
developing
your
collection
and
investment.
Modern E n g r a v i n g s in N e w I s s u e
A v a i l a b l e in
Imperf, D e l u x e S h e e t , C o l l e c t i v e S h e e t
and D i e Proof O n l y !
P l e a s e Check t h e appropriate v a r i e t i e s
of interest:
Artist Drawings
Die Proofs
Trial Colors
w/o seal
Printer's Color Die Proofs
1956(9)1964
Plate Prools
1964 to date
Sepia Inspection Sheets
Stage Proofs
Imperts
Deluxe Sheets
Collective Sheets
Other
Name
Address
If y o u don't wish to cut your Journal
of Sports Philately, write your interest on a separate piece o f paper and
mail t o . . .

E. Joseph McConnell, Inc.
P.O. Box 683, Monroe, New York, 10950

TOPEX '93, the American Topical Association's annual
Journal of Sports Philately
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New Stamp Issues
Information for this list has been obtained from various
sources including Linn's, STAMPS, Stamp Collector,
Mekeel's, Stamp Wholesaler, and Scott's Monthly
Journal between 1 April 1993 and 1 July 1993. Those
sets previously listed in this column and which have recently been assigned Scott numbers have been placed in a
separate column. Comments are welcome and should be
directed to the New Issues Stamp editor.
Aitutaki: 29 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four values, each depicting Olympic Torch
and Rings: 95c hurdles; $1.25 weight lifting; $1.50
judo; $1.95 soccer.
Albania: 15 February 1992, '92 ALBERTVILLE Winter
Olympics. Four values, casual pictures of sports: 30q
ski jumping; 90q skiing; 1.20L ice-skating; 1.80L
bobsledding.

by Brian Bjorgo

Armenia: 25 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Se-tenant strip of 4: 40k ancient Greek
wrestlers; 3.60r boxers; 5r weight lifter; 12r gymnast
on rings. Scott #432 a-d.
Aruba: 30 July 1993, WATER Sports. Three values: 55c
sailing; 65c land sailing; 75c windsurfing.
Australia: 15 October 1992, Sheffield Shield CRICKET
Competition, 100th anniversary. Two values: cricket
scenes.
Austria: 14 January 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics and '92 ALBERTVILLE Winter Olympics.
7S stamp with symbolic design for each of these
Games, Olympic Rings for summer and snowflake for
winter.

10 June 1992, European SOCCER Championship.
Three stamps and s/s, each value shows symbolic
players: 30q, 90q, 10.80L and 5L s/s.

Bahamas: 2 June 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four stamps and s/s, line drawings: 15c pole
vault; 40c javelin; 55c hurdles; 60c volleyball; $2 s/s
sailing.

14 June 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer Olympics.
Three stamps and s/s: 30q tennis; 90q baseball; 1.80L
table tennis; 5L s/s runner. Scott #2412-15.

Bahrain: 25 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four values: 50f equestrian event; 80f
running; 150f tae kwon do; 200f cycling.

Algeria: 24 June 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. 20c. Design not reported.

Bangladesh: 25 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Se-tenant block of 4: 4t racing boats and
Olympic Rings; 6t hands holding Olympic flame and
Rings; two lOt stamps with colors of Olympic Rings
and arms intertwined.

Andorra (Fr): 15 March 1993, SKI Resorts. Se-tenant
strip of 2: 2.50F and 3.40F. Design not reported.
Andorra (Sp): 22 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer Olympics. 27p kayaking. Scott #219.
Angola: 26 July 1991, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four values: 4k judo; 6k sailboat racing;
10k running; 100k swimming.
30 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer Olympics.
Four values: 120k hurdles; 180k cycling; 240k field
hockey; 360k basketball.
Anguilla: 12 October 1992, SAILING Regatta. Six
stamps and s/s. Sailboats: 20c, 35c, 45c, two 80c, $1,
and s/s $6.
Antigua: No DOI June 1993, '94 LILLEHAMMER
Winter Olympics. Two stamps and s/s: 40c, $5, and s/s
$6. Designs not reported.
Argentina: 27 March 1993, Argentine SOCCER Association 100th Anniversary. 38c depicting two players.
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Barbados: 20 Nov 1991, Independence 25th Anniversary. $2.50 s/s: cricket players Greenedge and Haynes.
Scott #817.
Belgium: 20 January 1992, OLYMPICS. Four semipostals, each stamp design includes the Olympic Rings:
two 10f+2f speedskating, baseball; 14f+3f women's
tennis; 25f+6f skeet shooting. Scott #B1101-4.
Benin: No DOI 1991, French Open TENNIS Championship Centennial. 125f tennis player serving. Scott #682.
Bolivia: 6 July 1992, '94 WORLD SOCCER CUP. One
s/s with two stamps issued in 1990: 50c drawing of
soccer; 2p World Soccer stamp; the border of the s/s
lists all the World Soccer Championships.
No DOI 1992, '94 LILLEHAMMER Winter Olympics.
2b denomination s/s.
No DOI 1992, '94 WORLD SOCCER CUP. 2b s/s.
Journal of Sports Philately

Botswana: 7 August 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four stamps and one s/s uniting the four
stamps: lOt boxing; 50t track and field; lp boxing; 2p
track and field.
Bulgaria: 15 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four stamps and s/s: two 50s stamps, swimming, long jump; 11 high jump; 31 gymnastics; and 4L
s/s hands passing Olympic flame.
18 December 1992, SPORTS.
Six values: two 50s stamps
baseball, cricket; two IL
stamps polo, horse racing; 2L
field hockey; 3L American
football.
5 February 1993, World BIATHLON Championship. Two
values: IL shooting (biathlon);
7L cross-country skiing.

Congo: 21 December 1992, '92 ALBERTVILLE Winter
Olympics. Four stamps and s/s: 150f, 200f, 500f, 600f;
750f s/s. Designs not reported.
21 December 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer Olympics. Six stamps and s/s: 75f, lOOf, 150f, 200f, 400f,
500f; 750f s/s. Designs not reported.
Cook Islands: 24 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer Olympics. Se-tenant strip of 3: $1.75 soccer,
torch, Rings, basketball, logos, running, bicycling; and
s/s $6.40 javelin throw with symbols of all sports in
border.
Croatia: 25 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Two values: 40d and 105d with symbolic
designs and Olympic rings. Scott #128-9.

BbfirAPHfl BULGARIA J
llli

m i

World
Biathlon
Championships

Burundi: No DOI 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Two values: 130f runners; 500f hurdler.
Scott #695-6.
4 July 1993, '94 WORLD SOCCER CUP. Two values: 130f and 200f. Designs not reported.
Canada: 9 October 1992, Lightning on Ice (HOCKEY).
Three 42c stamps depicting famous players and hockey
equipment.
Central African Republic: No DOI 1993, '84 LOS
ANGELES Summer Olympics. One gold foil 1500f
stamp depicts shot putter; one 1500F s/s gold foil
depicts dressage.
China (PR): 25 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. Four stamps and one s/s: 20f basketball; 25f
rhythmic gymnastics; 50f diving; 80f weight lifting; and
s/s $5 marathon runners.
5 May 1993, First EAST ASIAN GAMES. Two setenant 50f stamps. Designs not reported.
China (Taiwan): 20 April 1993, CHILDREN at Play.
Four NT$5 stamps and one s/s containing all four
stamps.
20 May 1993, Reissue of above set in a booklet containing the four stamps, but with perforations on only
two sides.

Cuba: 24 September 1992, Sixth WORLD TRACK AND
FIELD Cup. Five stamps and one s/s: 5c high jump;
20c javelin; 30c hammer toss; 40c long jump; 50c
hurdles; s/s lp depicts relay.
Cyprus (Turkish): 25 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA
Summer Olympics. Four stamps: Se-tenant 500L pair,
gymnast, tennis player; one 1000L, high jumper; one
1500L, cyclists.
15 February 1993, Pancyprian Gymnasium Centenary.
10c gymnasium.
24 May 1993, Anniversaries
and Events. 7c Pan-European Women's TRACK; 20c
International SEA-SKIING
Competition. The 7c depicts
flag, note, compass rose; the
20c depicts a water skier.

International
SeaSkiing Competition

Czech Republic: 21 May 1992, '92 BARCELONA
Summer Olympics. 2k tennis.
30 June 1992, Junior European TABLE TENNIS
Championship. Ik table tennis player.
17 February 1993, World FIGURE SKATING Championships. 2k figure skater.
12 May 1993, Junior World WEIGHT LIFTING
Championships. 6k. Design not reported.
Djibouti: 24 April 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. 80f runner.

Colombia: 4 June 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. 1 lOp athlete, symbolic design.

22 July 1992. SOCCER. 15f. Design not reported.

Comoros: 12 May 1993, WORLD SOCCER CUP. Four
values: 25f, 75f, lOOf and 150f. Designs not reported.

Dominica: 30 March 1992, Botanical Gardens CRICKET
Ground. Two stamps and one s/s: 10c, $4, and $6 s/s
cricket players.
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No DOI September 1992, Disney Honors Goofy in
SPORTS. Eight stamps and two s/s: 10c, 15c, 25c,
45c, $1, $2, $4, $5; two $6 s/s, aquatics, gymnastics,
equestrian, hunting, tennis, basketball, and Goofy as an
ancient Olympian.

Malta: '92 Summer Olympics. Scott #802-4.
New Zealand: Race Horse. Scott #1147.
Children's cricket game. Scott #1148.
Sports' Heroes semipostals. Scott B141, a, B142, a.

Egypt: 20 July 1992, '92 BARCELONA Summer Olympics. lOp Olympic Rings, mascot, pictograms; 70P s/s
emblem, pictograms.

Nicaragua: '92 Winter Olympics. Scott #1918-25.
'92 Summer Olympics. Scott #1926-33.

Estonia: 26 July 1992, *92 BARCELONA Summer
Olympics. 3 semipostals, Olympic Rings and Estonian
flag: lk + .50k, 3k+1.50k, 5k + 2.50k.
Finland: 4 October 1992, SKIING. 8.40mk s/s composed of four 2.10mk stamps: recreational skiing, ski
boarding, freestyle skiing, and speed skiing.

Previously Listed New Issues
Assigned Scott Numbers

'92 Barcelona Olympic Games
(Penrhyn - Scott #402)

The Scott Monthly Journal has now assigned catalog
numbers to various sports and Olympic stamp sets previously listed, but unnumbered, in the "New Stamp Issue" column.

Penrhyn: '92 Summer Olympics. Scott #401-4.

Antigua: America's Cup. Yacht depicted. Scott #1623.

Romania: '92 Winter Olympics. Scott #3713-21.

Central African Republic: Auto racing. Scott #988.

Russia: '92 Summer Olympics. Scott #6084-6.

Cuba: Davis Cup Tennis. Scott #3478-83.

St. Vincent: '92 Summer Olympics - USA Basketball
Dream Team. Scott #1744, a-f, 1745, a-f.

Poland: '92 Winter Olympics. Scott #3076-7.

Djibouti: African Soccer Championships. Scott #701.

St. Vincent Grenadines:
Dominica: Disney. Scott #1495-96, 1498, 1501, 1503.

Regattas. Scott #1747,

1759, 1762.

Gambia: '92 Winter Olympics. Speedskating and figure
skating. Scott #1280-1. The other values to the set were
assigned numbers previously.

Sweden: 1993 Sports Ch. Scott #1985-90, 1990a.

Grenada: World Regatta. Scott #2130-1, 2133, 2136-7.

Tanzania: '92 Olympics. Scott #903-912.

'92 Winter Olympics. Scott #2093-2102.
Grenada-Grenadines:
Disney. Scott #1440, 1444,
1475, 1478-9, 1482-3.

Slovenia: '92 Winter Oly. Scott #134, a-b, 143, a-b.

Uganda: 1992 Disney. Scott #1083.
United Arab Emirates: Camel Race. Scott #403.
United Nations (Geneva): Soccer. Scott #226.

Japan: 47th Athletic Meet. Scott #2139.
Laos: '92 Winter Olympics. Scott #1052-7.
Lesotho: '92 Winter Olympics. Scott #917-26.
Maldives: '92 Summer Olympics. Scott #1712-21.
'92 Winter Olympics. Scott #1726. Men's figure skating. Other values already assigned numbers.

Support your society! When responding to
our advertisers, remember to mention that
you saw their ad in the Journal of Sports
Philately.

Disney. Scott #1800, 1802, and 1812.
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by Mark C. Maestrone
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THE NUMBERING
SYSTEM
Catalogue numbers are shown at left,
such as 88101-911. In this example:
88=Year[1988]
1 = Month [January]
01 = First day of use
-911 =First 3 ZIP code digits
Because the months of October, November and December are 2-digit months,
they are expressed as O, Y, and Z respectively.
The place of use is listed next, followed by the dates of use. All cancels are
in black unless otherwise specified.
The numbering system is from the
Commemorative Cancel Catalog published
by General Image, Inc., PO Box 335,
Maplewood, NJ 07040, and is used with
their kind permission.
[Note: The following entries and accompanying illustrations, when available,
have been assembled from
Linn's
"Postmark Pursuit" column and USPS
Bulletins.]

CHAMPIONSHIP

Cancel honors Texas Tech's NCAA
Women's Basketball National
Championship Team
93428-794 LUBBOCK.TX

EENTUC1T - ) \ . - ~ $
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i l l i » ^

93606-191 PHILADELPHIA.PA
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Miy 1.1993

93501-402 LOUISVILLE,KY

93619-681 OMAHA,NE

19-20

PiMkMM Station
U. S. Postal Servk*
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Brt*iK»,ll«ylWl 21233

93515-212 BALTIMORE,MD
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Undi End Suth

93620-812 COTOPAXI.CO
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SPORTS CROSS INDEX
APRIL-AUGUST ' 9 3

|

Artwork Unavailable

Q,
* * " * * " HUS COUNTRY Cue
OLDSMOSU QASSC STATION

EASTLAWNC.MH8823

93531-488 EAST LANSING.MI 5/31-6/6

r
trunum
AUTO RACING: 93710-033, 93725-351,
93818-501.
t\
n
n
BASEBALL: 93619-681, 93702-681,
93713-212, 93730-644, 93801-133,
* ^ « » — • * C* MMtti
93802-133, 93814-874.
BASKETBALL: 93428-794.
93603-908 LONG BEACH ,CA
3-6
BOXING: 93623-891.
CANOE/KAYAK: 93620-812,93709-566.
^
«K
4^
CYCLING: 93606-191, 93710-961,
BELMQKTPARK
93729-211,93826-763.
EQUESTRIAN SPORTS: 93603-908,
STATION
93804-286, 93821-128.
FISHING: 93605-170, 93717-497.
JUNE »• i m
FOOTBALL: 93703-593.
GOLF: 93531-488, 93812-436.
93605-110 ELMONT.NY
5
HORSE RACING: 93501-402,93515-212,
93605-110, 93709-693, 93710-402,
FISHING STATION
93718-484.
BOttJNO SPRINGS PA 17007
MOTOR CYCLING: 93809-577.
OLYMPICS (Summer): 93622-182.
SENIOR GAMES: 93622-182.
SNOWMOBILE: 93717-548.
'JASSIO'RY DEVELOPED IN CUMBERLAND COUNTY
TENNIS: 93807-450.
WORLD UNIV. GAMES: 93708-142.
| 93605-170 BOILING SPR..PA
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"2. SENIOR
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HOME OF CHAMPIONS.
JUNBM.HM
JOB LOUIS 8TATION
93623-891 LAS VEGAS,NV
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* +*
July 2,1993

Omaha NE 68107
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South Omaha American Laglon Baaaball Station
1926-1993

93702-681 OMAHA.NE
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Olympic Games
1896 -1996
Auctions
Want List Service
Always Buying, Selling and Trading
Winner's Medals, Participation Medals, Commemorative Medals,
Badges, Pins, Torches, Official Reports, Posters, Programs, Tickets,
Seals, Books, Postcards, Souvenirs etc.
SEND
$ 1 0 . 0 0 (Domestic)

$15

FOR OUR NEXT ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
& PRICES REALIZED
Annual Subscription (3 Catalogs) available for
$20.00/yr. (Domestic) & $30.00/yr. (Overseas)
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P.O. Box 962
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Tel: (517) 337-1569
Fax: (517) 337-7638
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Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
Postfach 3 4 4 7 - Erbacher Str. 4 9 - D - 6 1 2 0 Michelstadt - West Germany
Tel. 0 6 0 6 1 - 4 8 9 9

ISSUING PRICELISTS WITH SPECIAL AUCTION SECTIONS

WE ARE THE TOP -

SPECIALISTS
ALL OVER THE WORLD IN

OLYMPICS
IN OUR STOCK WE HAVE MORE THAN 2 5 , 0 0 0 ITEMS FROM THE OLYMPIC GAMES
1896 ATHENS TO 1988 SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA
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FIRST DAY COVERS
POSTMARKS
POSTAL STATIONERY
AUTOGRAPHS
PICTURE CARDS

Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
Erbacher Strafie
D-6120 Michelstadt
Besuche nach Vereinbarung
Tel. 06061-4899

VIEW AND PHOTOCARDS
TICKETS
BOOKS AND PROGRAMS
VIGNETTES
PHOTOS
OLYMPIC STICKERS
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Spezialversandservice
in alle Welt.
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Briefmarken, Blocks, Kleinbogen, FDCs.
- Klassik bis heute Sonderstempel, Freistempel, Ganzsachen, Programme, Photos,
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